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Abstract –
In the construction of high-rise buildings, the
conventional methods for the on-site installation of
prefabricated facade modules require considerable
manual handling. This unsafe and inefficient practice
can be solved through automation.
This paper critically reviews automated Unitized
Curtain Wall (UCW) installation and discusses
opportunities for future development, as found in
adjacent fields. A generalized solution to the
installation of UCW modules is applied to analyze the
conventional method in safety, economic efficiency,
and logistic viability.
Recent automation solutions control wall module
vertical transport trajectories with guide rails or
redundant parallel cables. Both approaches specialize
in capability, leaving many installation scenarios
unautomated. Opportunities for improvement exist in
efforts to automate crane operations by development
of robotic crane end effectors. Localization in
uncertain conditions for automated feature detection
can be improved by dynamically changing the
operator interface. Directions to improve safety and
efficiency of UCW on-site installation are identified
and recommendations are presented.
Keywords –
Assembly; Automation; Construction; Control
systems; Curtain wall; Facade; High-rise building;
Installation; Robotics; Tower crane
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Introduction

The method chosen to construct the exterior wall of a
high-rise building can significantly affect the entire
construction process [1, 2]. Consideration of worker
safety, economic efficiency, and logistic viability is of
high importance in choosing the optimal solution.
Potential for construction delays is increased with
reliance on shared workspace [1–3] and equipment
[1, 2, 4].
The unitized curtain wall (UCW) is a non-structural
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facade that is potentially compatible with these
considerations. UCWs are comprised of prefabricated
modules, hence complex designs can be manufactured in
low cost, high precision factory environments [5]. The
on-site installation procedure is also faster compared to
other wall types [5].
High-rise building facades commonly incorporate
UCWs, but the conventional method for on-site
installation is unsafe and inefficient [1]. During
installation, curtain wall modules (CWMs) are lifted by
crane, hoist, or telescopic handler to the attachment
location and then fixed to brackets which are preinstalled
on the building [6]. The conventional installation method
requires considerable manual handling to guide the large,
heavy, suspended wall modules into position [6]. This
presents risk of collision which can cause human injury
or damage to the CWM [3].
Automation of the on-site UCW installation
procedure is a solution to these issues. However, the
current automation solutions are limited in addressing
only a small part of the installation procedure [7], or in
scope of application [2, 8]. For example, many
automation solutions are limited to handling only
common types of CWM [2, 7, 8], hence they do not apply
to custom designs as in [9].
Automation of high-rise construction, including
curtain wall installation, was reviewed by Cai et al.
[10, 11]. To increase interdisciplinary communication, it
was suggested to review the advancement of basic
technologies that can be utilized in high-rise construction
[11]. Iturralde et al. explored the task of lifting CWMs
from the ground to the attachment location for an optimal
automation solution [12]. However, the scope of their
research did not include informational tasks.
This paper critically reviews the state of the art in
UCW installation methods and discusses the potential
incorporation of related mechanical and informational
technologies. A generalized solution to CWM vertical
transportation from the ground to the installation point
and precision alignment with the attachment location is
presented. The relations among components of the
solution are then discussed and flaws in the conventional
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installation methods are identified. Venues for further
improvement are then determined through analysis of
automation technologies in adjacent fields with respect to
the generalized solution.
Section 2 describes the scope and methodology of this
review. Section 3 then presents the generalized solution
for vertical transport and precision alignment of CWMs,
then discusses limitations in the conventional solution. In
section 4, venues for improvement are suggested in the
mechanical design as well as in the informational
processes of sensing, analysis, operator feedback, and
operator control. Conclusions and future research
directions are then presented in section 5.
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implementation of each. The selection criteria weighed
year of publication, number of citations, and relevance to
UWC installation.
Mechanisms and Processes in UCW Installation
Mechanical system
Self-supported solution
Tower crane
Control of hanging payload
Orientation control mechanisms
Mechanism to catch building

Research Scope and Methodology

The UCW installation procedure is described by
Taghavi et al. [6] and Yu et al. [7]. The procedure
comprises of designing the curtain wall, manufacturing
CWMs, delivery to the construction site, vertical
transportation to the installation point, alignment with the
attachment location, and attachment of CWMs to the
building. Within this procedure, the attachment interface
on the building side can be prepared before, or at the
point of, module attachment [6]. The scope of this paper
is limited to the tasks of CWM vertical transportation and
alignment with the attachment location. These tasks are
particularly dangerous in the conventional procedure,
while there is potential to significantly improve both
safety and economic efficiency through mechanization
and automation [1–4, 13].
This review includes literature directly related to
UCW installation as well as literature from other fields
where the mechanisms and processes are relevant to
UCW installation. The reviewed mechanisms and
processes are categorized in Figure 1.
The literature search mostly utilized the search engine
‘Google Scholar’ as a means to reduce bias towards
specific research fields, conferences, or journals. Search
keywords that were identified by Cai et al. [11] were
utilized. The most relevant were ‘curtain wall’, or
‘facade’, with ‘installation’, ‘assembly’, ‘automation’, or
‘robot’. Other keywords were identified through relating
mechanisms and processes utilized during UCW
installation. For example, ‘crane’ was combined with
‘vision’, ‘mapping’, ‘localization’, ‘skew control’, and
‘operator assistance’. Results were filtered by title and
then abstract, based on relevance. Further literature was
found with the snowball methodology; by following the
citations found in highly relevant literature.
Where large volumes of similar literature were found,
only representative samples were selected to be discussed
in this review. This increases the breadth of the review,
as the review is intended to broadly survey the applicable
technologies rather than focus on the individual
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Solution supported by building
Mechanical guides
Parallel cable constraints
Informational processes
Localisation without feature detection
Localisation of hanging payload
Spatial information processing
Computer vision
Feature detection certainty
Operator interface
Input abstraction
Feedback interface

Figure 1. Reviewed mechanisms and processes
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The UWC Installation Method

A generalized solution to CWM vertical
transportation and precision alignment is presented in
Figure 2. The desired state of the system has the CWM
aligned to the attachment location. To achieve this, the
decision-maker commands the hardware controller,
which actuates the mechanical system toward the desired
state. The state of the system is sensed, and the sensed
information is pre-processed by the analysis unit before
being fed back to the decision-maker. Information may
also be sent directly from the sensors or analysis unit to
the controller, creating an inner feedback loop to stabilize
the system state by suppressing deviations from the
command signal.
There are two main conventional UCW installation
methods: direct and staged. Figure 3 presents the direct
method. In this approach, CWMs are lifted directly from
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the ground to the attachment location with a crane or
hoist. This method is used as a basis for comparison,
rather than the staging methods described in [1, 3, 6, 7],
as it is more similar to the most recent automation
solutions [1, 2, 4, 6, 9]. The direct method is most
appropriate for large and heavy CWMs. It is faster to
install UCWs that are comprised of larger modules
[2, 3, 14]. Additionally, by not requiring on-floor staging,
the impact on other construction operations can be
reduced [1, 2]. This follows the lean construction
methodology of decoupling operations.
In the direct conventional method, the operator of the
crane or hoist performs analysis and decision-making.
Their role is to send commands to the hardware controller
based on feedback from the sensors. The hardware
controller actuates the mechanical system based on the
operator’s input. Feedback from crane pose measurement
sensors allows tracking of the command and deployment
of anti-sway technologies [15]. These sensors also
feedback to the operator’s user interface.
The crane ‘dogman’ is situated at the installation
point. They perform sensing and analysis of spatial
information for localization, and feedback this
information to the operator [16]. In the case of a ‘blind
lift’, where the crane operator cannot see the CWM
directly, the operator is entirely dependent on the dogman.
The dogman also performs decision-making and actuates
the system to control the orientation and position of the
CWM during the alignment phase. With their
interdependent responsibilities, the crane operator and
dogman must operate in unison. Hence the installation
speed is limited by the speed of communication between
the crane operator and dogman [17].
This indicates that the safety and efficiency of UCW
installation can be improved through automation of the
work conventionally performed by the dogman. The
effectiveness of removing the dogman is supported by the
results of research to automate crane operations, as
applied in adjacent fields. Crane operator performance
can be improved in safety and efficiency through
utilization of automated systems to sense, analyze and
feedback spatial information [13]. Mechanization of
payload orientation control with an active rotary crane
hook is economically beneficial and greatly increases
safety [18]. Combining an active rotary crane hook with
automated alignment sensing and analysis unit can
increase the speed of alignment operations [19].
The solution to safe and efficient CWM vertical
transportation and precision alignment requires unison in
communication between the systems that perform
decision-making, control, actuation, sensing, and
analysis. The utilization of a dogman impedes effective
communication. The minimum requirements to remove
the dogman are automation of sensing and analysis, and
mechanization of precision positioning.
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Decision-Maker
Analysis Unit
Sensors
Hardware Controller
Mechanical System

Spatial Information

System State

Figure 2. Generalized solution to UCW assembly

Figure 3. Direct conventional UCW installation
method: Transitioning from the vertical transport
task to the alignment task (photo by B. Johns,
2019)
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Discussion of Technologies Relevant to
UCW Installation

This section explores opportunities for improvement
in each UCW installation mechanism and process, with
the objective to eliminate the requirement of a dogman in
CWM vertical transportation and precision alignment. It
is assumed that an operator will be required, hence fully
autonomous path planning and logistics is not explored.

4.1

Mechanical System

Mechanical requirements of the solution are CWM
loadbearing, vertical transport to the attachment location,
and precise position and orientation control with 1mm
tolerance [8, 20].
To better interface CWMs with robotic tools, many
automation solutions require specific or custom UCW
designs [1, 2, 12]. This also simplifies the automation of
processes that vary significantly with variation in curtain
wall design, such as the automated fixing of an aligned
CWM to the building. However, limiting the application
of the solution to compatible designs of curtain wall
could cause long term problems. For example, the
solution by Friblick et al. [1] does not allow for CWMs
to be installed with any procedure other than the intended
procedure. Hence, repairs to and disassembly of the
proprietary mechanism may require special parts and
tools that have ceased being produced during the lifespan
of the UCW. Thus, we mainly highlight solutions that are
compatible with existing designs of curtain wall.
The most appropriate class of robot for performing
high-rise UCW installation without on-floor staging, has
previously been assessed as the hanging robot [12]. A
challenge for hanging systems is to control all degrees of
freedom (DOF) with the precision required for the
alignment operation. In the conventional solution, a
single vertical hoist cable usually supports the CWM.
This system is highly underactuated and susceptible to
wind induced oscillations [21], hence the need for a
dogman to perform fine position and orientation control.
Two approaches to control a hanging system are to
either suppress oscillations with control systems or to
introduce additional kinematic constraints. Given the
large workspace, the only practical available stationary
reference for constraint is the building that is under
construction [12]. For example, an effective strategy is to
attach guide rails to the building and hoist CWMs along
the single remaining DOF [1, 2]. In constrained systems,
it is often required for the building to support the load of
the installation system and CWM. This increases
potential to significant cost reduction [1–3]. Conversely,
this may not be practical if the geometry of the building
is not suitable or if higher floors are not yet completed.
The following discussion is divided into solutions that
require the load of the CWM to be supported by the
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building, and solutions that can independently support
the load.
4.1.1

Self-Supported Solutions

Tower cranes are, to the best of our knowledge, the
only independent load support structure deployed in
high-rise UCW installation. The lack of utilization of
other types of support body in high-rise construction
indicates that no other independent support structure is
practical, backed by the analysis by Iturralde et al. [12].
In the crane supported installation method, any geometry
of CWM can be lifted to any attachment location that is
not below overhanging building geometry. Hence, this
method can be deployed to almost any application. The
requirement of situating a tower crane on-site is typically
satisfied due to the requirements of other on-site
construction operations, and the crane can be shared
amongst these operations [1].
To achieve the positional accuracy required for UCW
installation, all vibrational modes of the suspended CWM
should be suppressed. For a load supported by a single
vertical cable, such as a crane suspended load, while
allowing for elasticity of the cable, there are 6 DOF of
vibrational modes. They are sway (pendulum swinging
of the hook with 2 DOF), roll (payload tilting about the
hook with 2 DOF), skew (rotation about the cable axis
with 1 DOF), and heave (linear oscillation along the cable
axis with 1 DOF) [22]. Based on a 2017 review of crane
control systems [21], most research considers only the
sway modes with a few considering the roll modes. Very
little research considers skew [23] or heave [21].
Heave, roll, and sway oscillations can be controlled
with regular tower crane motions; however, control is
underactuated. Furthermore, the rotational motion of the
jib about the tower (slewing), has highly coupled nonlinear dynamics, making control of the payload very
difficult [21]. Hence, to achieve the positional accuracy
needed to install a CWM, an additional mechanism is
required.
With the assumption that the alignment roll
orientation is consistent for each application and does not
need to be changed often, the roll orientation can be
manually set to the aligned orientation before the lift
operation by adjusting the rigging configuration. In this
case, pre-setting the roll orientation and passively or
actively suppressing roll oscillations does not limit the
system capabilities. If this assumption is not valid, then a
mechanism that translates the center of mass relative to
the hook can adjust roll orientation by small angles [24].
Active skew control is necessary to perform
alignment with complex building geometry or when
using slewing cranes [25]. Several devices have been
developed which utilize heavy flywheels to exert skew
torque through conservation of angular momentum
[19, 26]. These devices can become saturated and must
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be heavy to be effective. Another method of skew control
is seen on harbor cranes. For slewing harbor cranes, skew
control is achieved with an active rotary crane hook (also
known as a ‘Rotator’ or ‘Power Swivel’) [23, 25, 27, 28].
For system stability, at least two separated cables must
connect the trolley and hook block. Full scale outdoor
experiments show that very small skew error is
achievable [25], likely to a degree that is sufficient for
UWC installation.
To aid in vibration suppression when the CWM is
near to the building, the building and the previously
installed CWMs can act as reactionaries. A manipulator
can take hold of the building and drive the CWM into
position by utilizing the sway degrees of freedom [29] or
an extendable hook attachment [30]. For the gripper type,
inspiration can be taken from harbor crane operations,
where the spreader is mechanically aligned to the target
container with ‘flippers’. The flippers are driven closed
onto the edges of the container from all directions,
mechanically forcing the parts into alignment.
For the swaying manipulator to catch the reactionary,
an impulsive load will be generated. Thus, to prevent
damage to the building or CWM, dampening of the
collision is required. This problem has been investigated
in research to assemble suspended large steel beams,
where a pre-acting control strategy has been proposed
[29]. An adaptation would need to be made for the
swaying crane end-effector to catch the building instead
of the other way around.
4.1.2

Load Supported by the Building

Rather than lifting CWMs to the attachment location
and then catching the building for stability, CWMs can
be guided through a constrained path throughout the
entire lift. As risk of damage by collision with the
building is eliminated, the lift path can stay close to the
building for the entire lift [1–3]. This allows for
performing the lift with a hoist that is mounted on the
building, thus eliminating dependence on the expensive
tower crane. The building can also support any
constraining fixtures.
Kinematic constraints in current UCW installation
methods include guide cables [3] or guide rails [1, 2].
These constraints limit application to geometrically
prismatic buildings that can support the mass of the hoist
and CWM from the location of the hoist. Furthermore,
the guide rails themselves must be installed without the
aid of guide rails, requiring dangerous manual labor. An
alternative approach is to constrain the orientation with
tensioned cables, terminated at, and attaching each corner
of the CWM to the ground [31]. However, guide cables
may not be feasible for automated alignment due to
interference with the already installed CWMs.
In another approach, a redundantly cable-driven
parallel robot for UCW installation is currently in
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development [6]. Tensioned cables connect the robot to
the corners of the building face, over-constraining the
floating robot. Even with this design, to achieve 1mm
precision with the end effector, a secondary robot arm is
attached to the cable suspended base through a passive
damper [8, 32]. Hence this robot has many DOF, which
is not ideal for cost or maintenance. Another limitation of
the design is that for flat faced buildings, the constraint
cables will be closely in-plane, which leaves the design
sensitive to out-of-plane disturbances [33]. Additionally,
the cable tension must increase as the angle of the cable
from vertical increases [33]. Very large cable tension
would then be required to install the top row of CWMs
which the building may not be designed to withstand.
The main challenges for the mechanical system to
vertically transport and precisely align CWMs are to
achieve high positional accuracy and suppress vibration.
Supporting the load of the system with the building has
many advantages but is not suitable for every application.
Supporting the CWM with a tower crane can be deployed
to almost any application, but vibration suppression is
more difficult. A specialized crane end effector is a
potential solution to this problem.

4.2

Informational Processes

The hardware controller requires feedback of the
system state to perform command tracking, and the
decision-maker requires feedback of spatial information
to perform path planning (Figure 2). The state of a crane
system is typically characterized with pose and load
measurements [27, 34], while the spatial information to
feedback is dependent on the required input.
4.2.1

Localization Without Feature Detection

Measurement of the system state is a requirement of
setpoint command tracking and oscillation suppression.
The positional tolerance requirement of the alignment
task is 1mm [8, 20]. Hence the position of the CWM
relative to the attachment location needs to be measured
to this tolerance. If a map of the workspace is acquired,
then accurate measurement of the pose of the system is
sufficient for localization.
The state of the art techniques in crane pose
measurement to estimate the payload location are
insufficient in accuracy and reliability for application to
CWM alignment [34]. However, the nature of UCW
installation separately requires both large payload
displacement and accurate positioning. Hence it may be
practical to utilize separate measurement systems for
each task. Pose measurement can be utilized during
vertical transport, as well as to deploy anti-sway
technologies.
A challenge in pose measurement is determining the
location of the hanging payload. The sway angle of the
cable can be measured by aiming a camera horizontally
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at the top segment of the cable [35]. Robustness to
changes in background light levels can be achieved by
utilizing an infrared camera and emitter [36]. Sway and
skew can be measured together by fusing the data from
an inertial measurement unit (IMU) placed on the hook
block, with feed from a camera pointing down from the
top of the hoist [34]. However, the reliability of computer
vision techniques to identify the payload with a
downward pointing camera is subject to lighting
conditions, hoist length, and similarity between the
colors in the background to the payload.
4.2.2

Measurement, Analysis, and Feedback of
Spatial Information

Measurement of spatial information can supplement
the low accuracy of crane pose measurement. CWM
alignment can be measured relative to a fiducial feature
of the target, by utilizing a camera or laser scanner
mounted on the crane hook block. For example, a camera
mounted on a crane spreader can reliability detect and
locate the lock holes of shipping containers [37]. Relative
alignment to adjacent CWMs can be measured accurately
with computer vision utilizing structured lasers by
analyzing the gaps between CWMs [38]. Error
accumulation from relative measurements can be
corrected by aligning measurements taken at a known
location to a CAD model of the building [9].
In case of low certainty in feature detection, the
operator can assist in analysis. For example, the operator
can select the locations of bolt holes from a camera feed
to provide a region of convergence to the feature
detection algorithm [39]. After the alignment target has
been identified, the controller can then perform path
planning and complete the alignment semi-autonomously.
This requires abstracting the operator input into higher
level actions and programming the controller to
decompose the task into actuator inputs [40]. This
separates their decision from the action generated by
internal feedback. This separation is beneficial, as
absence of separation creates conflict between the
operator and internal feedback anti-sway systems [15].
Another source of conflict in the operator interface is
feedback. Depending on the operators perception of a
tasks difficulty, feedback may be interpreted as either
helpful or distracting [13]. To keep feedback relevant to
the current task, it may be appropriate to use separate
interfaces for large payload displacement and accurate
positioning. Since these tasks are completed separately,
the interfaces will not interfere with each other.
Only the required feedback should be provided to the
operator [13]. Providing too much feedback increases the
operator’s mental workload in performing analysis,
which increases their reaction time. Pre-processing and
analysis of camera feed to draw attention to the relevant
information is common solution in research. A map can
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be generated by piecing together images captured by an
overhead camera at different crane orientations [41]. The
height of obstacles can be highlighted by thresholding
rangefinder data [42]. However, trials of an operator
feedback system indicated that a raw camera view should
still be provided [43], which may increase operator trust
in the system and also provide a fallback in case of poor
operating conditions for automated analysis.
Lee et al. fused sensor data with the CAD model of
the construction site [43]. The simulated camera views
were feed back to the operators display. It was concluded
that split 2D top and side views are easier to interpret than
a 3D view. Additionally, the interface for altering the
feedback display should be simple and preferably hands
free. In a similar approach, Chen et al. pre-processed
sensor data with a game engine to create a 3D workspace
visualization [34]. This is presented to the operator
through a similar interface which is manipulated with
voice control.
The main challenges in automating the informational
processes required for UCW installation are precise
localization of CWMs and managing the information
feedback to the operator. Sensing of the system pose is
inadequate in accuracy for alignment, but relative
localization with computer vision is viable. Dynamically
changing the control and feedback interface is a potential
solution to keep the user interface relevant to the current
task.

5

Conclusions

The UCW installation automation solutions currently
deployed and under development are limited in scope of
application. Limitations include requirement for the
building to support the transport mechanism, requirement
of custom designs of curtain wall, incompatibility with
complex building geometries and existing designs of
curtain wall, and solution complexity.
Research to automate large steel beam assembly
provides potential solutions to better constrain a CWM.
Compared to construction operations, a high level of
precision and automation is achieved in harbor crane
operations to move shipping containers. The requirement
of a dogman is removed by introducing an active rotary
crane hook, and high positional accuracy is achievable
through control systems.
Measurement of the pose of a crane to estimate the
payload location is insufficiently accurate for CWM
alignment. Computer vision can be used instead.
Operator input can be combined with automated analysis
to improve feature detection. The operator is a feedback
controller, and hence their interface is an essential part of
the system. Removing the lag caused by the slow
communication between the dogman and the operator
can improve both safety and installation speed. Pre-
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processing of feedback and careful choice of the relevant
information to feedback is required.
Further research is recommended to develop an
automated UCW installation solution that is widely
applicable to different types of curtain wall, building
geometry, and building load capacity; addressing
situations where the more specialized solutions do not
apply, for example, in refurbishing projects or when
installing unusually shaped CWMs. The solution should
primarily aim to mechanize and automate the tasks that
are conventionally completed by the dogman. This will
result in a safer and more economically efficient
installation methodology.
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